Privacy Policy
The use of our website is only possible by providing personal data. As betriebsurlaub.com
is collecting personal data (e.g. name, address, email address, …) this is done on a
voluntary basis.
With acceptance of our GTCs you are authorizing betriebsurlaub.com to use this data as
well as to forward this personal information to other users (accounts) of our website.
Additional we inform you that the data communication in the internet (e.g. using email,.)
can have safety gaps, so a 100% security that others might get access can not be
guaranteed.

1§ Statistic analysis (tracking)
For the statistical analysis of the use of our service we use cookies.

2 § Use of Google Analytics
This website uses Google Analytics, a web analytics service provided by Google, Inc.
("Google"). Google Analytics uses "cookies", which are text files placed on your computer
to help the website analyse how visitors use the site. The information generated by the
cookie about your use of the website (including your IP address) will be transmitted to
and stored by Google on servers in the United States . Google will use this information
for the purpose of evaluating your use of the website, compiling reports on website
activity for website operators and providing other services relating to website activity and
internet usage. Google may also transfer this information to third parties where required
to do so by law, or where such third parties process the information on Google's behalf.
Google will not associate your IP address with any other data held by Google. You may
refuse the use of cookies by selecting the appropriate settings on your browser, however
please note that if you do this you may not be able to use the full functionality of this
website. By using this website, you consent to the processing of data about you by
Google in the manner and for the purposes set out above.
You can prevent Google’s collection and use of data (cookies and IP address) by
downloading and installing the browser plug-in available under
https://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout?hl=en.
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3 § Newsletter – registration with acceptance of our GTC´s
On our webpage you can register yourself for receiving newsletters. Therefor you have to
provide your email address, to enable us sending you the newsletter. You can at any
time cancel this newsletter by using the respective link in the newsletter or writing to
office@betriebsurlaub.com.

4 § Revocation, changes, corrections and actualization of your data
The user hast the right to get cost free access about his personal data, which we have
stored. In addition he has the right to demand the correction of wrong information,
blocking or deletion of his personal data, as long as no legal storage rule prevents this.

5 § Links of our webpage
On our webpages we might have links to third party webpages, which additionally might
use cookies or select or store personal data. We neither are able to influence this nor can
we inform you upfront. This privacy rule is valid only for the webpage betriebsurlaub.com
and not for any linked other webpages.

6 § Data security
We are fully committed, to use any technically or organizationally means to store your
personal data in a manor, that 3rd parties do not have access. Anyway, if you get in
contact with us per E-mail or using our webform we cannot guarantee this 100%.

7 § Changes to data protection specification
We keep the right to adapt this privacy policy at any time under the compliance of the
legally required data protection specification.
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